
24 to 36 bay flatpack laptop charger carts for up to 16" laptops or tablet UK/US/EU type socket strips,

anti-surge power management and cooling fans. Very easy to assemble - see video below.

Choice of colours in Blue, Black and Grey or a mix of these.

Flat Packed Laptop Charger Carts



In addition
DEVICE SECURITY: The battery-powered
digital keypad lock is programmed with a
passcode of your choice, and activates the
automatic flush bolt locks. There are also
padlock loops fitted to add a combination
lock or padlock on the front of the cart, and a
loop underneath to secure your cart with a
chain (traditional lock/chain not included).
SAFETY DESIGN: The cart has rounded
corners on top to help prevent injuries in
busy spaces, and it's sturdy design means it
can support up to 400 lbs. Ventilated walls
keep your devices from overheating while
they charge. There is a safety circuit breaker
for whole power strip system. Ground fault
protection is built into the front and back of
the cart for user safety!

CABLE MANAGEMENT: Removable power
cord baskets provide organization in the
back, and you can charge your devices using
either the top cord hooks in the front, or the
zig-zag slots in the dividers. Our plastic
dividers prevent the screens from getting
scratched, and the extra-wide device slots
will fit tablets or laptops with protective cases
on.
USER FRIENDLY: This cart is designed for
flatpack to save shipping cost! easy
assembly as our installation video below.

Our built-in plastic handlebar provides ergonomic
maneuverability and prevents static shocks. In
addition, this cart’s front door opens a full 270
degrees. Each organizer, rack, outlet, and divider
corresponds to one device for optimized
management.
EXTRA FEATURES: Our sophisticated black color
scheme adds more chic and class to your
classroom or workspace. In addition, the 4 rounded
corners provide style and safety to the
environment. Suitable for schools, dormitories,
libraries, corporate offices, etc.



Specifications

Material
Appearance

Dimension
Package

Cold steel main frame
Corners with arc design and no
sharp edges，with two anti-static
embedded handles；with four
mute universal casters（single
burden 50KG)。
709*520*1055mm(error range±5mm)
Flat packing 915*415*770mm

Functions

Input power

Output power

Smart power
management system

Protection system

36 port sockets，
3 layers，
each 12 ports；

Cooling Fan
Doors open range

Laptops/Devices
dimension

AC110-250V，50/60hz，10A；

AC110-250V，50/60hz，10A

step by step power on, timing
charge, overload protection,
etc. (optional)

with air breaker（40A）；

Optional
270 degrees，two doors，with
electronic codes lock；
up 16”（Max L*W*H size：
370*260*40mm）


